DESIGN REVIEW COMMITTEE MEETING

Date: January 16, 2004

Meeting No. 50

ATTENDEES: Pamela Burton
Sarah Fenstermaker
Marc Fisher
Jana’ee Green
Judith Green
Bob Haller
Joel Michaelson
Carol Pasternack
Barton Phelps
Jared Renfro
Buzz Yudell

ABSENT: Edward Collins
Bonnie Kelm
Ric Williams

OTHERS PRESENT: Joe Andrulaitis
Michael Bade
Daniel Belding
Rikki Binder
Ed Blashke
Erich Brown
Willie Brown
Nancy Byrne
Brian Cearnal
Celia Conover
Edward France
Nancy Fraser
Paul Gawronik
David Gonzales
Lynn Gustafsson
Chuck Haines
Shari Hammond
Elvin Hatch

David Inouye
Everett Kerkelie
Ilze Landfried
Chris LaVino
David Leavengood
Ed Lenvik
Martie Levy
Soumil Mehta
Kamron Sockolov
Ron Strahl
Susan Van Atta
Alan Walker
Dennis Whelan
John Wiemann
Chris Wiesen
Michael Williams
Jack Wolever
Tim Young
Marsha Zilles

ITEM DESCRIPTION

1. Broida Bike Express
   - Edward France of the Associated Students Bicycle Committee explained that original proposal for a bicycle route by Broida was presented 2 years ago.
   - Current plan works with the UDA master plan and shifts only one trailer so that the bikepath sits nicely behind the existing trailers. It works with UDA plan and is the most logical path.
- There was general agreement that the current plan is better than the previous one; additional design work is needed to enhance landscaping and provide a nice experience for riders and pedestrians.
- The Committee approved the concept and agreed that the project should proceed with the referendum.

2. **Tipton Meeting House**
   - Plans were presented and DRC members made a few minor suggestions for additional study of some of the details.
   - DRC complimented the designers for beautiful drawings and gave enthusiastic approval to the project.
   - It was suggested that, on informal basis, the project could at a later update DRC on the landscape plan and materials palette.

3. **North Campus Faculty Housing**
   - Historic perspective was given by Everette Kirkelie
   - Rikki Binder and Susan Van Atta presented student housing and landscaping plans.
   - Committee thought plans were a skillful way of dealing with all of the site constraints and that linking with West Campus Apartments would benefit both communities.
   - Brian Cearnal presented the guidelines and layout of the buildings for various types of faculty housing.
   - There was much discussion regarding affordability, circulation, hierarchy and building types, community buildings and special spaces.
   - The project was approved for site and massing. Committee encouraged him to study recreation areas/swimming pools.

4. **Broida Reclad Project**
   - Celia Conover presented colors for project; campus block color to remain (to be cleaned), khaki and light warm sandstone for the body of the building, white for building projections, soft grey-green for stucco tower, possibly green for steel doors and frames.
   - Large-scale brush outs will be done to make sure colors are correct.
   - Project was approved.

5. **Art Galleries Project at Lulea Technical University, Sweden**
   - Lynn Gustafsson explained how she worked at her primarily engineering school to created a gallery where artists are interested showing their work and where there is interaction with the community and students.
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